LSM BILLET BLOCK SPEC SHEET

CUSTOMER NAME_________________________   DATE________________
ADDRESS_________________________________   PHONE________________

BLOCK TYPE _____________________  CAM HEIGHT______________
BORE CENTERLINE____________________  CAM JOURNAL DIA._______
CAM JOURNAL – ROLLER OR SLIDER
DECK HEIGHT___________________  MAIN BORE DIA.__________
MAIN BEARING CAP TYPE- ALUM OR STEEL  HEAD BOLT PAT._________
CYLINDER HEAD TYPE_________________  HEAD GASKET P/N_________
CYL. BORE- NICASIL PLATE, NICASIL SLEEVE, OR IRON SLEEVE ?
FINSH CYL. BORE_______________________
LIFTER BORE LAYOUT__________________
WATER JACKET (NONE, PARTIAL, FULL)__________________________________
LIFTER BORE DIA - .842, .875, .905, .937, 1.062
LIFTER TYPE- DROP IN, KEYED OR DOGBONE
SUPPLY HEAD STUDS- CUSTOMER OR LSM(EXTRA CHARGE)

*PLEASE NOTE: A $2,000.00 DEPOSIT AND SIGNED PO ARE REQUIRED TO PLACE ORDER.